constant for all positions of the sound source and the microphone in the room. However, it alone is insufficient as the criterion for the recognition of distant-talking speech because this depends on the distance between a talker and the microphone in the same environment.
Method of measuring reverberation time
Schroeder developed a basic method (M. R. Schroeder (1965) ) of measuring reverberation by integrating the square of the impulse response. The reverberation time is easily measured with his method. The reverberation curves are derived from Eq. (1) with impulse response h(λ).
where <>is the ensemble average, and N is the power of the unit frequency of random noise. The reverberation time in this reverberation curve is the time it takes to drop 60 dB below the original level.
Total amplitude of reflection signals (A value)
The A value (H. Kuttruff (2000)) is used as a reverberation criterion as often as reverberation time for the recognition of distant-talking speech. It is derived from Eq. (2).
where represents the duration of direct sound within approximately 3 − 5 ms.T h eA value indicates the energy ratio between direction and reflections on the captured signal, and it depends on the distance between the talker and microphone in the same room. However, it does not distinguish early reflections from late reverberations.
Relation between early reflections and distant-talking speech recognition
We define early reflections as high-correlation signals with direct sound, especially those that arrive within a few milliseconds of direct sound in this paper. Late reverberations are defined as low or no correlation signals with direct sound, especially those that arrive over a few milliseconds after direct sound.
Early reflections in distant-talking speech recognition
Early reflections, especially those that arrive within 50 ms of direct sound, are useful to humans when listening to speech (H. Kuttruff (2000) ). However, the higher the reflection energy becomes, the less effectively speech is recognized, subject to clean acoustic phoneme models. However, it was previously unclear whether early reflections were useful for recognizing speech in the recognition of distant-talking speech because the reverberation time and A values were used as reverberation criteria. We evaluated what relation there was between early reflections and the recognition of distant-talking speech on the basis of impulse responses between a talker and the microphone to develop more suitable reverberation criteria for distant-talking speech recognition.
Evaluation experiment 3.2.1 Recording conditions
We measured impulse responses in actual environments. The impulse responses were measured in T 60 = 0.2 and 0.7 s environments, subject to distances of 0.1 and 0.5 m between (Y. Suzuki et al. (1995) ) was used to measure the impulse responses. The recordings were made with 16 kHz sampling and 16 bit quantization.
Experimental conditions
An ATR phoneme-balanced set (K. Takeda et al. (1987) ) was employed as the speech samples that were made up of 216 isolated Japanese words that were uttered by 14 speakers (7 females and 7 males). We evaluated the relation between early reflections and the recognition of distant-talking speech by convolving speech samples and impulse responses. Impulse responses were extracted during each period of evaluation as shown in Figure 1 to evaluate the relation between reflections and the recognition of distant-talking speech for all evaluation periods. Table 1 lists the experimental conditions for speech recognition.
Experimental results
Figure 2 plots the experimental results, where T 60 is the reverberation time, Dis.isthedistance between the talker and the microphone, and WRR is the word recognition rate. The A value is the energy ratio between the direction and reflections from the duration of direct sound to each evaluation period. We confirmed that early reflections within about 12.5 ms after direct sound only contributed slightly to the recognition of distant-talking speech in quiet environments on the basis of these results, although early reflections within about 50 ms from the duration of direct sound contributed greatly to human hearing ability. We also confirmed that late reflections over about 12.5 ms after direct sound decreased the recognition of distant-talking speech. The higher the A value becomes in Figure 2 , the greater the number of reflections. However, we confirmed that the ability to recognize speech can be improved de spite a higher A value. Therefore, we again found that suitable reverberation criteria were necessary for the recognition of distant-talking speech on the basis of our evaluation experiments. These parameters are directly calculated based on measured impulse responses. We focused on the third category (balance between early and late arriving energies), because it has a high correlation with clarity and the reverberance of the acoustic sound field.
Toward

Balance between early and late arriving energy
"Clarity," "Definition," and "Center time" are defined as the acoustic parameters of balance between early and late arriving energies in the ISO3382 standard. The C value expresses the clarity of acoustics and is derived from Eq. C n =10 log 10
where, n is the border time between early and late arriving energies. The C value measure and the condition of music are highly correlated with n = 80 ms,andtheD value measure and the condition of speech are highly correlated with n = 50 ms based on the ISO3382 standard. In addition, the larger T s becomes, the more late reverberations there are.
Evaluation experiments
We evaluated the relation of the ISO3382 acoustic parameters and the recognition of distant-talking speech to determine suitable reverberation criteria. We also compared all acoustic parameters with regression analysis based on ordinary least squares.
Recording conditions
We measured impulse responses in six environments, i.e., a "Living room" (LV, T 60 = 250 ms), a "Conference room" (CR, T 60 = 350 ms), a "Corridor" (CC, T 60 = 600 ms), a "Prefabricated bath" (PB, T 60 = 700 ms), an "Elevator hall(lobby)" (EV, T 60 = 700 ms), and "Standard stairs" (SS, T 60 = 800 ms). The distances between the talker and the microphone were between 10 cm and 500 cm in all environments. We measured 307 impulse responses in all. A time-stretched pulse was used to measure the impulse responses as in Section 3.2.1. The recordings were conducted with 16 kHz sampling and 16 bit quantization.
Experimental conditions
The speech recognition experiments were conducted under the same conditions as in Section 3.2.2. An ATR phoneme-balanced set was employed as the speech samples that were made up of 216 isolated Japanese words that were uttered by 14 speakers (7 females and 7 males). Table 1 lists the experimental conditions for speech recognition.
Experimental results
Figures 3-6 plot the experimental results. The horizontal axes represent the word recognition rate, and the vertical axes represent the A value, C 80 , D 50 ,andT s . Table 2 lists the results for all acoustic parameters with regression analysis based on ordinary least squares. We found that the ISO3382 acoustic parameters were strong candidates for the reverberation criteria based on these results because the regression coefficients for the C, D,a n dT s values were higher than that for the A value.
Discussion
The results from the evaluation experiments proved the ISO3382 acoustic parameters were strong candidates as the reverberation criteria for the recognition of distant-talking speech. We therefore assumed that the early reflection signal, which is the most important factor in the recognition of reverberant speech, does not depend on the total amount of reflection, but on the balance between early and late arriving energies. Our next challenge is to examine the use of suitable reverberation criteria based on the C n and D n values of ISO3382 acoustic parameters with a suitable border time, n, between early and late arriving energies to prove this hypothesis. If suitable border time n can be estimated, we can easily estimate the recognition of reverberant speech with one impulse response between the talker and microphone.
Performance estimation of reverberant speech recognition based on reverberation criteria
Performance estimation based on reverberation time
Reverberation time is usually used to estimate reverberant speech recognition performance. However, other reverberant features are altered by the difference between assumption of a diffusible sound field in a room and an actual sound field. Thus, it is difficult to estimate speech recognition performance with only reverberation time. In this section, we conducted an evaluation experiment in three reverberant environments shown in measured several impulse responses in each environment. After that, we acquired speech recognition performance with a speech recognition engine (A. Lee et al. (2001) ) by using the training data convolved speech sample and each measured impulse response. shows the obtained result. The line in Figure 7 represents the average of speech recognition performance in each reverberant environment. We confirmed the speech recognition performance degradation and the variance increase in heavy reverberant environment. As a result, we could confirm that it is significantly difficult to estimate speech recognition performance in heavy reverberation environment in comparison with light reverberant environment. Fig. 8 . Overview of the proposed method.
Performance estimation based on new reverberation criteria RSR-D n
Early reflections in reverberant speech recognition
In previous section 3.2.3, we confirmed two facts about reverberant speech recognition. One is that early reflections within about 12.5 ms after direct sound contributed slightly to the recognition of reverberant speech in quiet environments, although early reflections within about 50 ms from the duration of direct sound contributed greatly to human hearing ability. The other is that late reflections over about 12.5 ms after direct sound decreased the recognition of reverberant speech. Based on these results, we confirmed that it is difficult to estimate the reverberant speech recognition performance using only reverberation time, since it does not take these factors into consideration. Therefore, we concluded that we would need to use the experimental results we had previously obtained to determine suitable reverberation criteria for recognizing reverberant speech.
New reverberation criteria with RSR-D n
We attempted to design the new reverberation criteria RSR-D n to estimate reverberant speech recognition performance as shown at the top of Figure 8 . First, we investigated the relation between the D value and reverberant speech recognition performance. We then used regression analysis based on the correlation coefficients for these to design the RSR-D n to cover each reverberation time. We used four steps in our approach, explained in detail as follows.
Step.1: We measured many impulse responses in a number of environments to obtain training data. Using the measured impulse responses as a basis, we used Eq. (1) to calculate reverberation times.
Step.2: We next calculated the D value with Eq. (4) after performing Step 1. In Eq. (4), the border time n is essential for determining the maximum value of the relation between D value and speech recognition performance. Thus, we determined the suitable border time n as described in Section 5.3.1 and then used the value to calculate D n .
Step.3:
We then acquired speech recognition performance with a speech recognition engine (A. Lee et al. (2001) ) by using the training data obtained using dry data and measured impulse responses as described in Step 1.
(a) Training environments
Soundproof room (T 60 = 100 ms, 72 RIRs ) Japanese style room (T 60 Step.4: Finally, we conducted regression analysis based on the D value calculated from Steps 1 and 2 and the speech recognition performance calculated in Step 3. We used linear and quadratic functions as regression curves calculated with regression analysis based on ordinary least squares.
Performance estimation of reverberant speech recognition with RSR-D n
As shown at the bottom of Figure 8 , we will try to estimate the speech recognition performance with the RSR-D n . We first calculate the reverberation time and the D value based on impulse responses in test environments. Based on them, we try to estimate the speech recognition performance with the RSR-D n in same reverberation time.
Evaluation experiments
We used the proposed criteria to estimate the reverberant speech recognition performance. Initially, we measured 732 impulse responses to design the reverberant criteria RSR-D n in the nine training environments shown in Table 3 (a). A time-stretched pulse was used to measure the impulse responses. The recordings were conducted with 16 kHz sampling and 16 bit quantization. All impulse responses were measured for distances ranging between 100 ∼ 5,000 mm. For estimation of speech recognition performance, we used an ATR phoneme-balanced set as the speech samples that were made up of 216 isolated Japanese words that were uttered by 14 speakers (7 females and 7 males). In addition, the recognition performance varies largely depending on the recognition task. Thus, RSR-D 20 design and performance estimation should be conducted in the same recognition task.
Suitable border time n for reverberant criteria RSR-D n
In Eq. (4), the border time n is essential for determining the maximum value of the relation between D value and speech recognition performance. Thus, we conducted evaluation experiments in the three environments shown in Table 3 (c), using the D value and two regression functions (linear and quadratic) to determine the most suitable border time n. Figure 9 shows the results we obtained. From linear and quadratic regression analysis, it was determined that 20 msec was the most suitable border time value. We therefore used 20 msec as the border time for calculating D n and designing RSR-D 20 . Figure 10 and 11 show the relation between speech recognition performance and D 20 for the nine training environments shown in Table 3 (a). These figures also show the regression analysis results for the three environments shown in Table 3 (d) . Figure 12 shows the relation between RSR-D 20 and speech recognition performance based on the regression analysis results in three environments( Japanese room, Conference room and Standard stairs ). Table 4 shows correlation coefficients with their respective regression functions for these three environments. We defined that RSR-D 20 Lr e p r e s e n t sR S R -D 20 with a linear regression function, and RSR-D 20 QrepresentsRSR-D 20 with a quadratic regression function. As a result of Table 4 , we confirmed that both RSR-D 20 L and RSR-D 20 Q are much the most suitable criteria for estimation of reverberant speech recognition.
Suitable RSR-D 20 design
Performance estimation with RSR-D 20 Q
Finally, we attempted to estimate the reverberant speech recognition performance for the three test environments shown in Table 3 (e). Both closed and open tests were carried out for this purpose. In closed test, we estimated speech recognition performance on known condition with RSR-D n designed in the same environment. On the other hand, in open test, we estimated recognition performance on unknown condition with RSR-D n designed in the other environments including same reverberation time. Figure 13 shows the obtained results. Standard deviations are given in Table 5 . The results showed that average estimation error of less than 5% was achieved with RSR-D 20 Q in all environments. 
Conclusions
We first evaluated the relation between early reflections and the recognition of distant-talking speech toward suitable reverberation criteria to enable distant-talking speech to be recognized. As a result, we found that early reflections within about 12.5 ms from the duration of direct sound contributed slightly to the recognition of distant-talking speech in non-noisy environments. We also confirmed that the C and D values of ISO3382 were strong candidates for the reverberation criteria of distant-talking speech recognition as a result of evaluation experiments with ISO3382 acoustic parameters. Therefore, to facilitate the recognition of reverberant speech, we then proposed new reverberation criteria RSR-D 20 (Reverberant Speech Recognition criteria with D 20 ), which calculates recognition performance based on D 20 for ISO3382 acoustic parameters. Experiments conducted in actual environments confirmed that the proposed criteria (particularly RSR-D 20 Q) provide much better estimation performance than conventional reverberation criteria. We also intend to investigate suitable reverberation criteria in the frequency domain for distant-talking speech recognition with the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) (T. Houtgast et al. (1980) ) in future work.
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